The energy dispersion of traditional bistatic multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar severely degrades the angle estimation performance. To overcome this limitation, we propose to design the transmit beamspace matrix and apply the design result to jointly estimate the target directions of departure (DOD) and directions of arrival (DOA). The essence of this method is to minimize the distance between a desired transmit steering vector and the actual one within a given angular sector. Moreover, we enforce two inequality constraints to achieve approximately uniform power distribution across the transmit array elements. In addition, we carefully devise the desired transmit steering vector to expand the virtual transmit aperture and further improve the DOD estimation performance. Furthermore, we use tensor-decomposition and a phase-searching method to estimate the target DODs and DOAs. Finally, the simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple-input-multiple-output radar refers to a radar system with multiple transmitters and multiple receivers [1] , [2] . Compared with traditional phased-array radar, MIMO radar enjoys increased number of degrees of freedom (DOF), superior detection performance [3] , [4] , improved parameter identifiability [5] , and so on. Owing to its superiority, MIMO radar has become a hot topic in recent years. Bistatic MIMO radar is a kind of coherent MIMO radar with separating transmit and receive antenna arrays. Since bistatic MIMO radar enjoys the merits of both bistatic radar and MIMO radar, it can provide enhanced target detection and localization performance (e.g., [6] , [7] and the references therein).
Many efforts have been devoted to target angle estimation with bistatic MIMO radar systems. In [7] , a two-dimensional (2-D) Capon method is proposed for the estimation of directions of departure (DOD) and directions of arrival (DOA). To avoid the high computational complexity of the 2-D Capon algorithm, the estimation of signal parameters via the rotational invariance technique (ESPRIT) is introduced
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for angle estimation with bistatic MIMO radar [8] - [10] . In [11] , a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method for joint estimation of the target DODs and DOAs is devised. The results show that the proposed MLE method outperforms the ESPRIT algorithm significantly. To avoid the eigen-decomposition problem in subspace algorithms (e.g., ESPRIT), tensor based algorithms are proposed for the angle estimation problem [12] - [14] . In [13] , a propagator method (PM) is proposed for the angle estimation problem. In addition, the parallel factor method (PARAFAC) is applied to jointly estimate the target DODs, DOAs, and Doppler frequencies for bistatic MIMO radar in [14] . Different from the ESPRIT algorithm, the estimated parameters with the PARAFAC algorithm can be automatically paired.
Note that the above methods mainly concern the angle estimation with conventional bistatic MIMO radar, which transmits orthogonal waveforms (we refer it as orthogonal MIMO radar in the sequel). However, transmitting orthogonal waveforms results in energy dispersion in the space. As a consequence, the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) gain might be decreased. Hence, to further improve the performance of MIMO radar systems, designing correlated waveforms has become an area of particular interest. To improve target detection performance, the authors propose the joint design of transmit waveform and receive filter to maximize the output signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) in [4] , [15] . In [16] - [18] , information theoretic approaches have been proposed to design waveforms for MIMO radar.
To compromise between the waveform diversity and the SNR gain, one may transmit partially correlated waveforms to match a desired beampattern, which can focus the transmit energy in a given spatial sector. In [19] , [20] , the authors propose methods to optimize the waveform covariance matrix to match the desired transmit beampattern. The two methods need an additional step to synthesize waveforms from the optimized waveform covariance matrix. In [21] , the authors propose a gradient-descent method, which is a one-step method, to synthesize waveforms for MIMO radar with a desired transmit beampattern. In [22] , the authors provides a low complexity beampattern matching algorithm based on FFT. In [23] , the design of transmit beamspace matrix is proposed to focus the transmit energy of monostatic MIMO radar in a given spatial sector. Theoretical analysis and simulation results demonstrate that the performance of the MIMO radar with the designed transmit beamspace matrix is better than that of orthogonal MIMO radar. However, the transmit power across the transmit array elements in [23] is nonuniform. In addition, the rotational invariance property (RIP) of the steering vectors is not reserved. As a result, the performance of angle estimation via ESPRIT will be deteriorated. Fortunately, a new method for designing the transmit beamspace matrix based on search-free DOA estimation techniques is introduced in [24] . But this method requires that the number of transmit waveforms is even. Moreover, the method cannot be directly applied in angle estimation for bistatic MIMO radar, since it will result in the DOD estimation ambiguity problem. Furthermore, this method reduces the transmit aperture size and degrades the angle estimation performance.
In this paper, we propose to design a focusing transmit beampattern to improve the angle estimation performance of bistatic MIMO radar. The essence of the proposed method is to design the transmit beamspace matrix based on minimizing the distance between a desired transmit steering vector and the actual one within a given spatial sector. By imposing constraints on the Euclidian norm of each row in the transmit beamspace matrix, we can achieve approximately uniform power distribution across the transmit array elements. What's more, we construct a desired transmit steering vector to expand the transmit aperture, which can further improve the DOD estimation performance. We show that the associated optimization problem can be tackled via solving a series of second-order cone programming (SOCP) problems. Finally, we propose a tensor-decomposition method to estimate the array steering matrices, which can be used to estimate the target DODs and DOAs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II establishes the signal model. Section III gives the proposed method to design the transmit beamspace matrix to focus the transmit energy in a given spatial sector. Section IV describes the angle estimation method based on tensor decomposition. Section V presents the simulation results. Finally, we draw conclusions in Section VI.
Notation: Throughout this paper, boldfaced letters are used to denote matrice and vectors. (·) T , (·) * , (·) † , and (·) H represent the transpose, the conjugate, the Moore-Penrose inverse, and the conjugate transpose, respectively. C denotes the set of complex numbers. C m×n represents the set of m × n matrices with complex-valued entries. · denotes the Euclidean norm.
⊗, •, and represent the Kronecker product, the outer product, and the Khatri-Rao product, respectively. diag(x) stands for the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements formed by x. vec(·) denotes the vectorization operator. angle(·) represents the phase of a complex number (vector).
II. SIGNAL MODEL
Consider a bistatic MIMO radar system with M transmit elements and N receive elements. Both of them are uniform linear arrays (ULAs) with half-wavelength inter-element spacing. P far-field targets within the same range bin are locating at (φ p , θ p ), p = 1, · · · , P, where φ p and θ p are the DOD and DOA of the pth target, respectively.
Let 
where T p is the pulse duration. In conventional orthogonal MIMO radar, the transmit energy is dispersed in space, resulting in decreased SNR gain. Indeed, we can focus the energy in a given spatial space where the target is possibly located in, by carefully designing an M × K transmit beamspace matrix W. In this situation, the actual transmitted signals are linear combinations of the basis waveforms:
The transmit beampattern of such a MIMO radar can be expressed as
where
T is the transmit array steering vector, R = WW H is the waveform covariance matrix (note that the basis waveforms are mutually orthogonal). From (3), we can see that one can match a desired transmit beampattern via optimizing R (or equivalently, W).
With the beamspace matrix W, we can write the observations at the receive array associated the qth transmission as
where α p (q) is the amplitude associated with the pth
is the transmit array steering matrix, and n(t, q) ∈ C N ×1 is the zero-mean white Gaussian noise vector with covariance matrix σ 2 n I N . After matched filtering with (t), the output can be written as
, then we have
is the noise with covariance of σ 2 n I KN . With (6), we have
, and Q is the number of pulses.
We can see from (7) that after introducing the transmit beamspace matrix W, the equivalent transmit array steering vector becomes W T a(φ). Particularly, we might achieve the transmit energy focusing in a given space via designing W. Nevertheless, the RIP of transmit array steering vector might be lost after introducing W. This results in that some efficient algorithms (e.g., ESPRIT) cannot be applied. Therefore, it is of great interest to optimize W to focus the transmit energy and preserve the RIP simultaneously. Fortunately, a convex optimization based method is proposed in [25] to satisfy the two requirements. Specifically, the optimized problem is formulated as follows:
where denotes the angular sector of interest, and¯ denotes others, δ is the maximum allowed beampattern matching error, 
For convenience, and¯ are discretized into I and J bins, respectively.
However, the method in [25] has some limitations: one is that the transmit power across the antenna array elements is nonuniform; the other is that the dimension of the designed steering vector is smaller than the number of transmit array element (note that K < M ), which degrades the DOD estimation performance. Therefore, it is of great importance to design the beamspace matrix to make the transmit power across different elements uniform, and construct a desired transmit steering vector to expand the aperture and improve the DOD estimation performance simultaneously.
III. THE PROPOSED TRANSMIT BEAMSPACE MATRIX DESIGN METHOD A. TRANSMIT APERTURE EXPANSION
In this subsection, we seek to construct a transmit array steering vector to expand the transmit array aperture without introducing new problems (e.g., grating lobes and angle estimation ambiguity). To this end, we introduce the following Lemma [26] , [27] :
Lemma 1: Let M t and N t be coprime numbers and M t < N t . Then integers in the range 0 ≤ k ≤ M t N t can be continuously generated via k = N t m t − M t n t , where 0 ≤ n t ≤ N t − 1 and 0 ≤ m t ≤ 2M t − 1. Similarly, we can continuously obtain −M t N t ≤ k ≤ 0 via k = M t n t − N t m t with the same n t and m t .
Using Lemma 1, we can generate 2M t N t + 1 degrees of freedom by using only 2M t + N t − 1 different integers.
Let us consider a pair of coprime transmit arrays shown in Fig. 1 , and the first antenna is shared by the two arrays (i.e., array 1 (the black ones) and array 2 (the white ones)). Both of them are ULAs with inter-element spacing being N t λ 2 and M t λ 2 (M t < N t ), respectively. The number of transmit antennas of array 1 and array 2 are 2M t and N t , respectively. Thus, the overall number of array elements is K = 2M t +N t − 1. Therefore, the transmit steering vectors of the two arrays, denoted by a 1 (φ) and a 2 (φ), respectively, can be written as
Using Lemma 1, we can observe that the phases of the matrix a 1 (φ)a H 2 (φ) include all the elements in 1 = [−M t N t π sin(φ), · · · , −π sin(φ), 0]. Similarly, the phases of the matrix a 2 (φ)a H 1 (φ) include all the elements of 2 = [0, π sin(φ), · · · , M t N t π sin(φ)]. Hence, we construct the desired transmit steering vector in the optimization problem (8) as follows: 
B. UNIFORM TRANSMIT POWER ACROSS DIFFERENT ELEMENTS
With (2), we can calculate that the average power of the mth transmitted signal is
where w m is the mth row of transmit beamspace matrix W, and the third equality in (12) holds due to the orthogonality of the basis waveforms. Thus, to make the waveform power uniformly distributed across the transmit array elements, we constrain that
Unfortunately, the equality constraint in (13) is nonconvex. Instead, we replace it by two inequality constraints:
where √ σ u and √ σ l are the upper and lower bound of the norm of each row in the transmit beamspace matrix W, respectively. If σ u ≈ σ l ≈ 1, then we achieve approximately uniform transmit power across the array elements.
With the above constraints, we reformulate the beamspace matrix design problem as follows:
However, the last constraint is also non-convex. To handle the non-convex constraint, we replace it by constraining a lower bound of w m 2 . Specifically, we let w (p) m to be the value of w m at the pth iteration. Note that
Then we have
Hence, we consider the following problem instead:
Note that if 2Re(w m (w
As a result, every feasible solution of (18) is also feasible for (15) . This indicates that the feasibility region of (18) is no larger than that of (15) , and thus the objective value of (18) is less than or equal to that of (15) . Fortunately, the optimization problem (18) is convex (more precisely, an SOCP problem), meaning that we can obtain the globally optimal solution (e.g., via the interior point method).
We conclude this subsection with a discussion on the feasibility of the optimization problem in (18) . Note that if the distance between σ u and σ l is too small, the optimization problem in (18) might be infeasible. This can be explained as follows. First, combining the last two constraints of (18), we have
Equation (19) indicates that the Euclidean distance between w m and w (p) m is smaller than σ u − σ l , i.e.,
On the other hand, if δ is also very small, (W T ) (p) a(φ i ) − αd(φ i ) might violate the inequality constraint (i.e., > δ), implying that the optimization problem in (18) might be infeasible. Thus, we propose to initialize δ with a large value and decrease it sequentially. The proposed procedure is summarized in Table 1 . The merits of the proposed method are summarized as follows:
(i) The transmit energy can be focused in a given spatial sector with transmit power across different array elements approximately uniform.
(ii) By carefully designing the desired transmit steering vector, we can achieve a much larger number of DOF, which is very useful to further improve the DOD estimation performance (as shown in the numerical examples). Moreover, the carefully designed steering vector avoids the problems of grating lobes and angle ambiguity.
IV. ANGLE ESTIMATION ALGORITHM A. PARAFAC DECOMPOSITION
Note that the output of the MIMO radar in (7) is a tensor. Therefore, the transmit steering matrix C(φ) = W T A(φ) (for simplicity we denote it by C), the receive steering matrix B(θ ) ( for simplicity we denote it by B), and the reflection coefficient matrix H of the targets can be estimated by PARAFAC decomposition [28] . To proceed, we give the definition of PARAFAC decomposition as follows:
Definition 1 [28] : A PARAFAC decomposition of a tensor T ∈ K I ×J ×K is a decomposition of T as a linear combination of rank-1 terms as (21) , with the sketch map shown in Fig. 2 . Furthermore, the standard matrix representations of the tensor T at different directions can be written as
With Definition 1, the noiseless output of the MIMO radar in (7) has the same form as that in (24) . Thus, the transmit/receive steering matrix can be estimated by PARAFAC decomposition. Due to space limitations, we present the main steps of the alternating least squares (ALS) algorithms for PARAFAC decomposition. More details of ALS algorithm can be found in [28] . We summarize the ALS algorithm for PARAFAC in Table 2 .
B. ANGLE ESTIMATION
In this section, we estimate the DODs and DOAs of the targets fromB andĈ. Let us define two submatricesB 1 andB 2 , which are formed by the first (N −1) rows and the last (N −1) rows ofB, respectively. It is easy to verify that all the columns ofB satisfies the RIP approximately. Thus, the estimate of θ p can be given bŷ
However, if we choose the submatrices ofĈ similarly, the formed submatrices do not have the RIP. Herein, we employ a two-step method to improve the DOD estimation performance: in the first step, we roughly estimate the target DODs; in the second step, we refine the estimation result via a phase-searching method. To this end, we construct a selection matrix of size (2M t N t + 1) × (2M t + N t − 1) 2 , and it satisfies that
Thus, we can estimate the DODs roughly viâ
whereĉ 1 (φ p ) andĉ 2 (φ p ) are formed by the first 2M t N t elements and the last 2M t N t elements ofĉ(φ p ), respectively. Next we use the phase-searching method to improve the DOD estimation performance.
With (29) , the phase matrix associated with the pth interested angular sector p is given by
and Z is the number of discrete angles in p . Letˆ denote the estimated phase matrix of the pth target, which can be written as:
Thus the DOD of the pth target can be refined bŷ
Lastly, we note that, the DODs and DOAs estimated is automatically paired with the proposed method. We summarize the proposed angle estimation method for bistatic MIMO radar with the optimized transmit beamspace matrix in Fig. 3 : First, we devise the desired transmit steering vector carefully to expand the virtual transmit aperture; second, we design the transmit beamspace matrix to match the desired transmit beampattern; finally, we estimate the target angle via the PARAFAC decomposition and phase searching.
C. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
The computational complexity of the proposed method mainly involves two parts: one is the optimization of W, which requires O(N 1 (MK ) 3 
√
I + J ) flops, with N 1 denoting the number of iterations until convergence (i.e., the number of the solved SOCP problems until convergence) [29] ; the other is the estimation of DODs and DOAs, which requires O(N 2 (3PKNQ + 2P 2 (KN + KQ + NQ)) + 3N 2 P 3 + P(K 2 + 2Z M t N t + N − 1)) flops, with N 2 being the number of iterations for the ALS algorithm. We compare the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm with that of the algorithm in [25] and the orthogonal MIMO radar in Table 3 . Since the optimization of W can be implemented off-line, the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is only slightly higher than that in [25] .
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Consider a bistatic MIMO radar system with M = 10 transmit elements and N = 10 receive elements. The number of basis waveforms is K = 6. When constructing the desired transmit array steering vector, we let M t = 2, and N t = 3. P = 2 far-field targets are present, with angles of (−4 independent Monte-Carlo trials are conducted in the analysis of the root mean square error (RMSE) of angle estimation, and the resolving probability of two closely located targets. Herein, RMSE is defined as
where (x −x r ) 2 is the square of the parameter estimation error in one trial. The target are considered to be resolved if the following condition is satisfied [24] :
where θ p is the true location of the pth target, θ = |θ 2 − θ 1 |. Fig. 4 shows the transmit beampatterns of the orthogonal MIMO radar, the method in [25] (for simplicity, we refer it as Zheng's method), and the proposed method. It can be seen that the transmit energy of the orthogonal MIMO radar is uniformly distributed in the whole space, while our method and Zheng's method can focus the transmit energy in the given angular sector. Moreover, in this area, the fluctuation of the beampattern synthesized by our method is smaller than that of Zheng's method. However, the sidelobe level of the beampattern of the proposed method is higher. This is because that we enforce the uniform power constraint on the transmit waveforms, resulting in a smaller feasible region. Fig. 5 shows the power distribution across the transmit elements for different methods. We can see that, different from Zheng's method, our method can achieve approximately uniform power distribution across the transmit array elements. Fig. 6 shows the angle estimation results of the proposed method, Zheng's method, and the orthogonal MIMO radar. We can observe that the proposed method and Zheng's method have better performance than the orthogonal MIMO radar. This is because that transmit energy focusing can improve the SNR at the receive array. Moreover, since the proposed method achieves larger transmit aperture than Zheng's method, it achieves a smaller DOD estimation error than Zheng's method.
Next, we compare the performance of the three methods in terms of RMSE. Fig. 7 shows the performance versus SNR. The Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) can be found by using the result in [23] . As we can see, when estimating DOA, the proposed method and Zheng's method have lower RMSE and CRB than the orthogonal MIMO radar; regarding the estimation of DOD, the performance of the proposed method is better than both Zheng's method and the orthogonal MIMO radar. This is because that the proposed method can expand the transmit array aperture and focus the transmit energy simultaneously.
Finally, we investigate the resolving probability of two closely located targets by using the three different methods. We show the target resolving probabilities versus SNR for the orthogonal MIMO radar, Zheng's method, and the proposed method in Fig. 8 . We can find in Fig. 8(a) that, the SNR threshold is about −16dB, at which the target DOA resolving probability increases from very low values (i.e., resolving failure) to one (i.e., resolving success) by using the proposed method and Zheng's method, while the orthogonal MIMO radar needs an SNR of about −10dB. From Fig. 8(b) , we can see that to achieve a high target DOD resolving probability (i.e., resolving success), the proposed method needs an SNR of about −16dB, while the orthogonal MIMO radar and Zheng's method need SNRs of −13dB and −10dB. That is to say, our method has a higher target resolving probability at low SNR than Zheng's method and the orthogonal MIMO radar.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a transmit beamspace design method to improve the angle estimation performance of bistatic MIMO radar. The proposed method aims at minimizing the distance between a desired transmit steering vector and the actual one within a given spatial sector. With the proposed method, the bistatic MIMO radar system can expand the transmit array aperture and focus the transmit energy in a given spatial sector simultaneously. Moreover, the proposed method achieves approximately uniform power distribution across the transmit array elements. Numerical results indicate that, the angle estimation method with the designed beamspace matrix has superior performance and outperforms the counterpart algorithm.
Possible future research track might concern reducing the computational complexity of the angle estimation with the designed beamspace matrix. Moreover, the incorporation of additional constraints on the beampattern design, such as the directly control on power distribution and achieving ideal RIP at the transmit array, is also important.
